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Please endorse 50 / 50 shared parenting in all cases after family separation
with the exception being cases where ' proven violence ' within the family
composition is found .Equal parenting time is a good foundation for the
nurturing of balanced and happy children.
Shared parenting means shared parental responsibility to raise children properly
. The responsibility rests on the shoulders of the nation's parents, and it's
all about time government recognised and encouraged shared parental
responsibilities .
I have no doubts your country is more family friendly than our feminist
controlled hateful regime that we have here at present in New Zealand, who are
hell bent on destroying all parental rights , content on mass producing sad PAS
affected children, and building countless heartbroken families. They do not
believe that women are capable of domestic violence and even laugh at the idea
of women making false complaints in the Family Court, much to the delight to a
vengeful judiciary. Please don't allow your country to become another cess-pit
for children, a nanny state, which best describes the present tragedy for kiwi
kids in a country who will not endorse the rights of the hetro-sexual family.
The policy makers concentrate on looney think pink policy to protect the
mentally unbalanced homosexual minority at the expense of a increasing
population of vulnerable children. They do this under the grey insidious clouds
of political correctness, which I believe is nothing short of communism. They
have clearly shown the kiwi public there abhorrence of the family and it sad to
say that they have a unfair detest for parental rights, as they view the
children as their property.
I can forward you the enormous amount of information about research done
pointing to Fatherlessness as one of the most significant factors in the
creation of major problems ,including rapidly growing child abuse statistics
within modern day western societies.
Children deserve a mum and dad who teach them healthy boundaries and the
government should support programmes like parenting with confidence which
support front-line parents , and give our children a moral future through a
sense of adventure and the ability to work for a decent living and promising
future .
Please endorse Shared Parenting and help us bring back equal parental rights as
this is the best way to create many happy children and a balanced stable
society.
Kind regards
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